
ź a family of conference tables with a modern 
and original form

ź emphasize the prestige of the place where 
they stand

ź large table tops provide a comfortable 
meeting place

ź they come in several dimensions - the largest 
is over 4 meters long, and the smallest is just 
over 2 meters

ź available in a wide range of natural veneers 
and colors

ź the table legs are a characteristic structure; in 
the larger version they can be connected with 
a cover mask, in the smaller version they are 
two separate shapes

ź a removable cover mask makes it easy to 
hide the connection to media ports and 
floorboxes inside the structure

ź a characteristic element is the slanting 
thickenings of the tops, joined at the corners 
"miter" and thin thickening of the base of the 
tables

ź in the central part of the table, there is a 
possibility to insert mediaports or use them to 
arrange decorations

Balma Gravos is a family of large conference 
tables designed to emphasise the function 
and prestige of a given space. 
Being seemingly classical, yet modern, the tables 
amaze with their finishing details. Large table 
tops provide a convenient place to hold talks and 
allow to create proper distance among 
participants. The middle part of the table can be 
used to install media ports or can be used as a 
place for decorations.
The characteristic elements are: oblique 
thickening of table tops, connected in the corners 
with a miter joint as well as the details of a table 
base.
The structure of a table base depends on its size. 
The tables are available in several sizes – the 
biggest one is over 4 metres long, whereas the 
smallest one is slightly over 2 metres long.

G  ravos
Conference table

design: Piotr Kuchciński

Features and characteristics:



V2-001 410x176x76 V2-002 360x176x76

V2-003 277x125x76 V2-004 240x125x76 V2-005 277x110x76

V2-007 220x110x76V2-006 240x110x76
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